
EXPORTER 

The Exporter offers combined functionality of layer comps, masking and actions for demanding extorting tasks.

This plugin was developed primarily for 2D game development, but it works for anyone who is looking for 
advanced export options.
 
Features: 

- Automatically activate particular layer comps during the export (hide parts of document).
- Mask portions of document during the export.
- Export area no matter the transparency (export even empty areas with particular width and height).
- Export overlapping areas.
- Run your own actions during export.
- Keep your export data as a part of the document.
- Set things up and export with one click. 
 
Usage: 

- Exporting multiple assets from one image (great for animation purposes). 
- Adjust all assets at once, export them individually. 
- Keep the same dimensions no matter what (keep the pivot of your assets in game engine or animation 
software properly positioned).
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LEGEND



PANEL DESCRIPTION OVERALL

This button selects a group that contains 
data-layers.  
See page 3 for more information

Press the button to start the export process.

Sets Export Destination 
See page 8 for more information

Turn on to keep the panel persistent. 
See page 8 for more information

Run Custom Action 
See page 7 for more information

Apply Effect 
See page 7 for more information

Settings 
See page 8 for more information

This button selects a layer group to be masked 
See page 5 for more information
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PANEL DESCRIPTION DATA-LAYER

Data-layer is a normal layer that the exporter 
uses to obtain data (1, 2, 3) for export itself.  
Each layer is used to export 1 file.

1) The name of the layer is used as the 
name for an exported image. 
Also if there’s a layer comp with the identical 
name it applies during the export. 
 
See page 6 for layer comps integration 

3) The layer mask of the layer is used to mask 
out portions of your document. You can specify a 
group that this mask will be applied to during the 
export process.  
 
See page 5 for more about masking

2) The content of the layer is used to 
determine area of the document to export  
(This area is always a rectangle, based on a non-
transparent pixels).
 
See page 4 for more about export area
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PANEL DESCRIPTION

1

2

1) Content of the data-layer 
 
In this example: 
Pink rectangle shows an area of the document 
that is going to be exported as single image.

2) Group that keeps data-layers 
 
Plugin requires to place data-layers into a 
group. Select button works only when active 
layer is a group. 
 
Plug-in then gathers all the layers in the group. 
 
Note: 
Plug-in also gathers a group inside of the 
selected group but considers all of its layers as 
one.

Final exported image has the same dimensions 
as the pink rectangle (content of data layer 
transformed to the smallest rectangle based on 
non-transparent pixels).  
 
Note: 
The data-layer visibility is switched off during 
the export (unless you switch its visibility on by 
layer comp). Exported image 

gfx_wiggle_01.png 

EXPORT AREA
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AREA TO EXPORT

PRO-TIP: Use a rectangle tool to 
create a data-layer.  



Select a group in your document and press the button.  
The selected group is set to be masked by layer mask of particular data-layer. 

Press it again to turn the masking of the group off.
 
Note: If there’s no layer mask added to the currently processed data-layer nothing happens 
and plugin continues exporting other images.

Created layer mask on data-layer is transferred onto the 
desired group during the export.

PANEL DESCRIPTION MASKING

Exported image 
gfx_wiggle_01.png 
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MASK FEATURE



PANEL DESCRIPTION COMPS INTEGRATION

Data obtained from data-layers are 
shown in the list above.

Check the data-layer/s that you 
intend to export.

Click to select every 
data-layer. 
 
Click again to deselect 
every data-layer.

This either creates or updates 
layer comp with the same name as 
data-layer. 
 
Layer comp that has the same 
name as processed data-layer is 
automatically activated during the 
export.

Activates layer comp that has the 
same name as the data-layer in the 
list. 
 
Good for quick check of how the 
final image is going to look.

Every existing layer comp (if the name is included in the above list) will be updated 
of the current state of the active layer from classic layers panel (Visibility, position, 
visibility of layer mask except effects).

During the export process, particular layer 
composition can be activated. This allows 
to show, hide, move or manipulate particular 
layer/layers etc. for every exported image.

This can be handy when objects overlap. 
(Production of animation cutouts, adjusting 
multiple objects at once and more).

Export by one click!
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UPDATE
CREATE

SHOW

Note:  
This functionality is case sensitive. Any space behind or after name are trimmed for proper comparison function.



PANEL DESCRIPTION SECONDARY FEATURES

Apply Gaussian blur - Applies desired amount of 
gaussian blur to the image at the end of export 
process. Set it to 0 to deactivate it.

You can record your action and run it after 
the exporter finishes (If you set Quick Effects/
Gaussian Blur value to non-zero, then the 
gaussian blur applies after your custom action 
finishes execution).  
 
You have to specify the name of the Action and 
Action Set where the required Action is stored.  
(Just type the name in required fields.) 

As you create your action take the following 
information into account:

At this stage there is only 1 layer in the document 
and this layer is active. 

Note:
You have to check “Run Custom Action After 
Export“ checkbox to run the action. 
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QUICK EFFECTS

RUN CUSTOM ACTION



If you turn “Keep data around” switch “ON” the 
panel won’t reset your settings and changes when 
being minimalized or restarted.

 
 
You can choose from 2 options:
 
Choose an export Destination - Choose a folder from a system dialog.

Automatic Export Destination - Plugin automatically creates a folder next 
to active document with a name “CUTOUTS EXPORTS“.
(The document has to be saved first.)

 
Specify export location for exported images.

 
This area shows export destination.

Export as Interlaced - If you need interlaced PNG 
rather than progressive. (Interlaced shows details of 
an image as it loads, progressive shows pixels from 
top to bottom.)
Export as PNG8 - Exports smaller PNG but reduces 
image to 256 colors palette.
Export even when area is empty - Export area in 
the document even if it contains only fully transparent 
pixels.
Make History Snapshot - This options makes a 
snapshot in your history, because the plugin generates 
a lot of history states. This option is recommended.
Open folder after export - The folder with exported 
images is opened after the export finishes.

PANEL DESCRIPTION SETTINGS
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EXPORT SETTINGS KEEP DATA AROUND

EXPORT DESTINATION



1) Prepare Data-layers

1.1)  Create an empty group in your document. Name it whatever you like.  
 PRO-TIP: Use descriptive name such as “EXPORT“.

2) Select Layers for Export

2.1) Select a group in your document that contains data-layers and press button with 
description “Select a Group and Press this Button!“

1.2)  Inside of the group create a layer or layers. 
 PRO-TIP: Use a Rectangle tool to quickly create a layer. (See point 1.4)

1.3)  Give every layer in the group a name. 
 Note: 
 - The name has to be unique within the group.
 - The name you give to the layer is used as a name for an exported image.

1.4)  Create an area of non-transparent pixels (Use brush, rectangle tool, fill the selection, etc.). 
 This is going to be area of exported image. 
 
 See page 4 for information 
 

1.5)  (Optional) Add a layer mask to the layer.  
 Note: This can be used to mask out portions of the document for any export area. 
 (The layer mask is transferred to any specified group in the document.)

2.2) You can see a list of your data-layers 
(areas to export) with checkbox and two 
buttons U (Update) and S (Show).

2.2.1) Use Update button to update layer 
comps.

See page 6 for more information

2.2.2) Check data-layers that you wish to 
export.

STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIAL
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STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIAL

4) Run Custom Action (Optional) 

4.1)  You can run custom action to change the final appearance of an exported image.  
 This action is performed when the document is  flattened and cropped (there is just 1 layer). 
 PRO-TIP: Create new document. Inside the document select a layer and start to record your action. 

4.2)  Check the box otherwise the action will not run. 
 
 See page 7 for more information

5) Select Export Destination
 
5.1)  Click on one of two buttons.
 Choose an export Destination -  You will be able to choose destination (folder) to save exported images.
 Automatic Export Destination -  Plugin automatically creates a folder next to active document with a name “CUTOUTS EXPORTS“ and saves exported images here.  
       (The document has to be saved first.)
 

3) Use Masking (Optional)

3.1)  (Optional) If you wish to mask a portion of document, press the button “Click to Select Group“ to select a group to be   
 masked during the export. 
  
 See page 4 for more information
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6) Run the Export 
 
6.1) Click on the “Run“ button. If everything is set-up correctly the plugin starts to export images.
 



FEW TIPS

When moving the content of data layer remember to update layer comps. Otherwise it wont update the content because activated layer comp returns it back to its original position.

Use RECTANGLE TOOL to create a data-layer, it is easy to control the content afterwards.

Content of data-layer can have low opacity. You can also put them at the top of your layer stack. This way you have more control over export areas.
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Don’t worry about visibility of data-layers. The visibility is automatically turned off during the export.


